





















































































J' this image is placed inaposition that would be normally too high                                                            for a window. In any event, the scene viewed through a window
Female nudes do not constitute a large proportion of Courbet's oeuvre, occupies quite a large area of the composition and provides another
and of the 1 ,082 works noted in Courtion's catalogue raisonne, there noteworthy point in terms of the paintings of nude females created
are only some forty examples, including 77ie Ptiinter's STudio in which by Courbet. From this we can determine that Courbet identified
a nude figure is not the main motif.i In terms of the painter Cour- woman with nature. This element can also be recognized in 77ie
bet and his times, however, the motif of the female nude held great Painter's Studio.
meaning. While it cannot be ascertained whether or not this work was com-
   Courbet's female nudes can be largely divided into two groups: missioned by a specific collector, it was probably purchased immedi-
those intended for exhibition at the Salon and those aimed at pri- ately after its creation, as can be suggested by the fact that two years
vate collectors. The former category includes such works as 7;Fie later, in 1860, Courbet himselfcreated a replica of the work in almost
Bathers of 1853 (Mus6e Fabre, Montpellier), the 1864 Sxaenus in .Jealous the same measurements (location unknown).6 Judging solely from
Pursuit of Rsyche (destroyed), and the 1866 ;,lxbman with a Parrot extant photographs of this replica, Courbet has omitted the curtain
(Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York). These three works are all on the window on the left edge and the hem of the curtain draped
imposingly large canvases, some two meters or more in length. Con- to the upper right of the window, and these omissions accentuate
versely, the latter group intended for private patrons is represented the unnaturalness of the composition. Courbet would later develop
by the 1861 1iSxbman Lvith SiWiite STockings (Barnes Foundation, this motif of the female nude by a window in the 1862 Reclining
Merion), the 1866 71he Origin of the ;4!brld (Paris, Mus6e d'Orsay), Nude and in 7Hhe ;4ibman of A4unich, a work submitted to the 1872
and Sleep (Paris, Mus6e du Petit Palais), these last two famous as Salon but rejected, but unfortunately the first work is no longer extant
having been commissioned by Khalil Bey who was once Turkish and the whereabouts of the latter have long been unknown.
ambassador to the Court of St. Petersburg. These works all exhibit The condition of this work is quite good. Small repairs can be
a strong genre-scene sensibility, and with the exception of the spe- noted in various locations, but the work has been backed overall
cially comrnissioned Sleep, the majority of these works are small in and the surface is stable. Traces of scraping can be confirmed around
scale, not measuring over a meter in length. During Courbet's years the model's right thigh, but it does not appear that any major repairs
of activity during the middle of the 19th century, the images of nude have been executed which would have changed figural outlines or
females intended for exhibition in the Salon were given extremely other elements.
idealized proportions and smoothly finished textures, and to further As symbolized by the fact that Mayer's auction records note that
conceal any direct eroticism, they were depicted in either mytholo- not a single Courbet female nude has come up for auction in the
gical or Oriental scenes. The small works designed for the private past 15 years, all of the extant female nudes by this artist noted above
collector, on the other hand, tended to rather frankly convey erotic are now in museum collections and, with the exception of lost works
acts or images of prostitutes. But in Courbet's case, there was a ten- and studies, the majority of Courbet's small works of this subject are
dency to make a closer resemblance between the Salon works and now housed in museums. Given the extremely limited number of
the erotic works for private collectors. In addition to issues related works which thus might appear on the market today, it was deter-
to realism, these works offer fascinating issues for an examination mined that the purchase of this work might be the last opportunity
of 19th century nudes from a gender theory-based viewpoint, the to acquire a finished female nude by Courbet. In addition, while the
question of public images and private images, High Art vs. Low Art, Museum's Matsukata Collection includes eight works by Courbet, the
and the socio-historical approach with its consideration of class and museum does not own a female nude by the artist. And given that
customs. the motif of "female nude" or "reclining female nude" was taken   H61bne Toussaint of the Musee du Louvre made the following up repeatedly in Western art from the time of the Renaissance, it
comment regarding the S7eeping Nude purchased by the Museum was noted that, with the exception of a few examples in the Matsukata
in the catalogue for the major Courbet exhibition held in Paris's Grand Collection by William Etty and Charles Cottet, there were very few
Palais in 1977: "one of the most fascinating of the small-scale images examples of the works depicting the female nude as such in the
of female nudes, a boudoir painting certain to have charmed pri- Museum's collections. In this sense, the purchase of this work amply
vate collectors."2 Compositionally the work follows the traditional fulfills the Museum's collection policy of acquiring works which allow
format of a reclining female nude, and the window in the back left an overview of the trends in Western Europe since the 15th century.
with its view of a landscape places the work in the lineage of works Regarding the title given for this work, in the past it has been
extending from Giorgione's Sleeping Venus, making it the most clas- called both Flemme Cbuche'e and Le Repos, but there is nothing to
sical in character of Courbet's boudoir paintings. And yet, here the confirm that Courbet himself assigned either of these titles. In the
woman is not completely nude, and the sheet draped across her neck earliest reference to the work, Estignard called the work 1 lemme nue
and lower body creates an erotic effect of exposing and concealing endormie, and thus we have titled the work to simply reflect the motif
the form, which separates the work from the more fully revealed depicted,7 (Chikashi Kitazaki)
images of Venus. Further, close examination reveals that compared
to the delicate handling of face and feet, the wrinkles at abdomen
and flank indicate an unexpected lushness, an un-idealized vulgar-
ity. The red curtain depicted in the right background stabilizes the Notes
composition while at the same time Anthea Callen has provided the 1 Pierre Courtion, fout l'osuvre peint de Courbet, 1987, Paris.
fascinating suggestion that the theatrical drapery in this work recalls 2 Exh･ cat., Gustave Cbunbet 1819-1877, Grand Palais, Paris October 1977-
"an erotic tableau vivant, the precursor of the strip-tease."3 If this January 1978, No.58, illus. p.150.
is in fact the case, then it would not be hard to imagine that the 3 Anthea Callen, Cburbet, London, 1980, No.45, illus. p.77.
work was created to evoke an actual sense of the erotic in its viewer 4 EXh･ Cat･, Courbet, LAmour, Mus6e Courbet, summer 1996, No.2s, illus.
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left back of the composition has also been described as a framed 6 Ibid., No.274.
painting,5 but as the vertical and horizontal measurements of the 7 Alexandre Estignard, Cburbetsa Sx7e etses osuvres, Besangon, 1897, p.188.
frame are different, and as it would be hard to find the motifs suita-
ble for a landscape, it is natural to view this element as an exterior
view scene through a window. And yet, as Callen has suggested,
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